Including Students Who Cannot Attend Class – Select Resources

The following resources were prepared for Fall 2021. Although some of the COVID guidance policies are no longer applicable (see Carolina Together for current information), many of the teaching resources are still timely and useful.

9.3.21 UNC Workshop Slides

College of Arts and Sciences Guidance on accommodations

Resources for effective discussion forum assignments
Discussions in Online Courses: Best Practices and Expectations (John Hopkins U)
Using Discussion Boards (Vanderbilt U)

Resources for remote (synchronous and asynchronous) learning

Resources for teaching In-person/Remote (IR) courses
What Students Want from Remote Learning (K. Hogan)

Options for Recording Class Sessions (planning doc)

Class Recordings – Privacy and Appropriate Use Considerations

Student Guide for Using Class Recordings

ITS Classroom Hotline training resources (video tutorials, how-to documents)

Sharing class recordings through Sakai (website)

Mapping Zoom meetings to Sakai folders in Panopto (video)